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Abstract 

Through a long distance migration of some musical instruments, their relationships are 
sometimes given by their names. In this paper, the author will investigate the traces of their 
origins and the present locations of selected instruments. A number of musical instruments’ 
names will be analyzed through linguistic aspects -- adopting, adapting, transforming and 
changing. These names include vina plucked instruments, sa diev monochord, taro fiddle, ku 
drum, pey or oboe, sralai oboe, and ken bamboo mouth organ.

Keywords: Traditional musical instruments, migration, names

Introduction

Classification of Thai musical instruments

Thai musical instruments are divided into four groups---the khrueang dit, the plucked 
instrument, the khrueang si bowed instrument, the khrueang ti struck instrument, and 
khrueantghe pao blown instrument. Each group consists of the following instruments: 1) 
khrueang dit --- the phin namtao mono chord zither, the ja khe crocodile zither, and the krajappi 
long necked lute; 2) the khrueang si bowed instrument---so duang, a higher pitched fiddle, so u, 
a lower pitch fiddle, and so sam sai, a three string fiddle; 3) the khrueang ti struck instrument--
-the ranat xylophone, the khong wong gong circle, and the taphon two faced drum; and 4) the
khrueang pao blown instrument---the khlui bamboo flute, the pi nai  quadruple reed oboe, and
the khaen bamboo mouth organ (Damrong 1931, 1).

In Thai music culture, there were five ways of naming the instrument, both old and new: 1) 
naming according to its sound, such as “ching” small hand cymbals, “chap” big hand cymbals, 
the “pi” reed pipe, the “khlui” flute, the “wot” panpipe, the “trae” trumpet: 2) naming according 
to its form or shape, such as, the “so sam sai” three string fiddle, the “ja khe” crocodile zither, 
the “klong yao” long drum, the “song na” two faced drum; 3) naming according to its theatrical 
accompaniment, such as the “khong rameng” gong for the accompaniment of rameng theatrical 
art, the “klong chatree” drum for the accompaniment of chatree theatrical art; 4) naming 
according to its legend, such as the “klong khaek” Indian drum, the “pi java” Javanese oboe, the 
“klong malayu” malay drum, the “klong marican” American drum; and 5) naming according 
to its old term, such as, the bin (vina) plucke lute, the sangkh conch shell, the shanai oboe, and 
bandoh hour glass drum.(Yupho 1980, 16).
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In China, there is a system on classifying musical instruments which is based on the 
instrument's material; these materials include: metal, stone, silk, bamboo, gourd, clay, skin and 
wood. The following are examples of the instruments in each group: 1) silk---the guqin long 
plucked zither, the guzheng long plucked zither, the pipa four string plucked lute, and the erhu 
two string fiddle; 2) bamboo---the dizi horizontal bamboo flute, the xiao vertical bamboo flute, 
and the guan double reed oboe; 3) wood---the yu tiger shape wooden percussion, the pai ban 
wooden clappers, and the mu yu wooden fish percussion; 4) stone---the bianqing a set of flat 
stone chimes, and the qing a sounding stone; 5) metal---bo cymbals, bianzhong bronze bells, 
and the suona double reed oboe; 6) clay---the xun a globular vessel flute, and the fu ancient 
percussion instrument; 7) gourd---the hulusi a free reed wind instrument, and  the sheng free 
reed mouth organ; and 8) skin---the bangu frame drum, the tanggu barrel shape drum, and the 
zhangu a war drum (wikipedia. https://upload.wikimedia.or/Retrieved 29 May 2019).

Classification of Cambodian musical instruments

These instruments are divided into four categories: 1) the uppakorn khasae, stringed 
instrument; 2) the uppakorn phlom wind instrument; 3) the uppakorn khoh percussion 
instrument; and 4) the uppakorn phsaeng phasaeng, and other varieties. Some instruments in 
each category are as follows: 1) uppakorn khsae---the khsae mouy gourd zither, the tro khmer 
three stringed spike fiddle, the kani bowed gourd zither, and the chapei dong veng long neck 
lute;  2) uppakorn phlom---the khloy bamboo flute, the sralai quadruple reeded oboe, the pi 
pabot double reeded oboe, the sneng chai victory buffalo horn, and the khyan sangha conch 
shell; 3) uppakorn khoh---the roneat xylophone, the khong vong gong circle, the peat khong 
half moon gong semi circle, and the sakor thom big drum; and 4) the uppakorn phasaeng 
phasaeng, and instruments of other varieties---the aek khlaeng kite musical bow, attaching the 
top of a kite, the pi sluek banana or coconut leave oboe, the tradok kho cow bells, and the 
tradok seh horse bells(Narom 2011, 12-193).

Classification of Indian Musical Instruments

India divides its musical instruments into four categories: 1) Tata string instruments, 2)  
Avanaddha instruments covered with membrane, 3) Sushira  wind instruments, and 4) Ghana 
solid, or the musical Instruments which are struck against one another. Some instruments 
that belong to each category are: 1) the tata string instrument--- the sitar long necked lute of 
Northern India, the vina long necked lute of Southern India, the tabla pair of small drums of 
Northern India, and the mridangam two headed drum of Southern India; 3) the sushira wind 
instrument---the shanai oboe of Northern India, and the bansuri bamboo flute of India; and 4) 
the ghana idiophone---the kanjeera hand cymbals, and the nana bell with wood clapper (https//
steemit.com/music/).

Research Methodology

The study employs a qualitative approach. The data were obtained through written 
documents --- books, academic papers, e-books, and the Internet, and field works. The research 
areas included the music culture of East Asia, the music culture of South Asia, the music culture 
of Africa, the music culture of the Middle East, and the music culture of Southeast Asia. The 
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author traced the routes of musical instrument migration throughout the long journey from 
their home lands to their various destinations. For instance, the author investigated the name 
of each instrument along each main route of migration. These main routes of migration started 
from China, to the peninsula now referred to as South and North Korea (which are only 
approximately 70 years old) to Japan, and to Vietnam. The longest route was from the Middle 
East, along the Silk Road, to China, India, and to Southeast Asia. Having the longest lasting 
impact on Southeast Asia were the migrations of musical instruments from India, through 
merchants, and through Hindu and Buddhist missionaries. Some instruments may have found 
their new homes along the routes through which they passed. 

Along the long migrations of many important instruments, the author examined the names 
of these instruments and whether their names were adopted, adapted, transformed, or invented.

Results of the study.

When the zurna or zurnay reed oboe entered China, its name was adopted and pronounced 
suona, but in India it was named shanai. Among Southeast Asian countries it is called sralay and 
saranai in Cambodia; nai, shanai, or nae in Thailand; hne in Myanmar; surnay in Malaysia. Saaz, 
a three stringed fiddle from Kasmira, is called kamanche in Persia. This instrument is found in 
some Southeast Asian countries, and is called the tro khmer bowed fiddle in Cambodia, the so 
sam sai three string bowed fiddle in Thailand, and the rebab in Malaysia and Indonesia.

Figure 1. Burmese Hne http://www.istov.de/pics/instrumente/hne%2001.jpg

In many Southeast Asian countries the fiddle is called tro, or trua in Cambodia, so and salo 
in Thailand, and tayo in Myanmar. The word itself might come from  saaz of Kasmir or sarinda, 
and sarangi, bowed lute of India; then this term was adopted into locality to mean a bowed 
instrument; but in Myanmar language the word taro became tayo, because “r” becomes “y” in 
Myamar. For example the name of Myanmar capital “Rangoon, is pronounced Yangoon. 
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Figure 2. Indonesian Rebab

Figure 3. Burmese Tayo https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 4. The Flute

The Pi or, double reed oboe, is found in both Thailand and Cambodia. In Thailand it is 
called pi or because it is made of mai or wood; in Cambodia it is called pi or or pi prabos. The 
original term of pi or may have come from pi ho, pi of the Chinese Ho, because the shape 
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Figure 7. Thai Krachappi Figure 8. Cambodian Chapei Dong Veng
https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 9. Philippines Kudyapi 
http://www.kipas.nl/Instruments/

Kudyapi.htm

Figure 11. Cambodia khse diev https://www.
bing.com/images/

Figure 10. Indonesian kacapi 
https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 12. Phin Nam Tao of Central Thailand
https://www.bing.com/images/

The Indian gourd zither had been also transformed into may shapes and many names as 

and materials of pi or are the same instrument as pi guan or pi li of China, pi ri of the regions 
curretly know as South and North Korea (again, note that the South and Noth Korean region 
is only approximately 7- years old), and hichirichi of Japan.

Figure 4. Pi Or double reed oboe in Northeast Thailand

Figure 5. phin nam tao
(Damrong: 1931,fig.9)

Figure 6. krajappi
(Damrong:1931:figure 11)
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Figure 17. Transforming from the bamboo 
tube to the hardwood tube

(Vietnam National Ethnic Museum)

Figure 18. Modern form of Dan Bau
https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 16. Multi-stringed Dan bau
Photo by the author

Figure 13. Phin Nam tao 
(One stringed plucked zither)

Photo by the author

Figure 14. Phin Phia  of Northrn Thailand
(Two-Three stringed plucked zither)

Photo by the author

Figure 15. One string dan bau
Vietnam Institute for Musicology

Photo by the author
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The bina or vina of India are built in many shapes, mostly into animal shapes such as the 
makara vina, meaning dragon or the crocodile vina, the kaccapi vina, meaning turtle vina, the 
macha vina, meaning fish vina, and the mayuri vina, meaning peacock vina. The kaccapi vina, 
one of the most popular instruments in Southeast Asia was transformed into many shapes and 
many names as shown:

Conclusion

In naming a new musical instrument, there are numbers of choices; they may adopt the 
old name of the instrument without any adapting, such as the pi shanai oboe. The people may 
adopt the name and pronounce it an easy way, such as how the pi li in Chinese became pi ri 
in the modern languages of South and North Korean, and hichiriki in Japan. In the case of 
naming the monochord instrument, Thai people named it phin nam tao, a mono cord, a gourd 
plucked string instrument, the Khmer named it kse mouy, one string instrument, whereas the 
Vietnamese named it dan bau, a gourd phin. 

The name of the mouth organ of the West was changed into khaen farang, khaen of the 
Western people.

Some instruments were named the mahoree, an oboe of Northern Indian, which is the 
proper name of the instrument, but it later changed to a generic term “music,” and eventually 
changed to employ a proper name of the musical ensemble---the mahoree ensemble of classical 
Thai music and the mahoree isan of Northeastern Thailand. 
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